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The disorder systems host three types of fundamental quantum states, known as the extended, localized,
and critical states, of which the critical states remain being much less explored. Here we propose a class of
exactly solvable models which host a novel type of exact mobility edges (MEs) separating localized states
from robust critical states, and propose experimental realization. Here the robustness refers to the stability
against both single-particle perturbation and interactions in the few-body regime. The exactly solvable one-
dimensional models are featured by quasiperiodic mosaic type of both hopping terms and on-site potentials. The
analytic results enable us to unambiguously obtain the critical states which otherwise require arduous numerical
verification including the careful finite size scalings. The critical states and new MEs are shown to be robust,
illustrating a generic mechanism unveiled here that the critical states are protected by zeros of quasiperiodic
hopping terms in the thermodynamic limit. Further, we propose a novel experimental scheme to realize the
exactly solvable model and the new MEs in an incommensurate Rydberg Raman superarray. This work may
pave a way to precisely explore the critical states and new ME physics with experimental feasibility.

Introduction.–Anderson localization (AL) is a fundamen-
tal and ubiquitous quantum phenomenon that quantum states
are exponentially localized due to disorder [1]. Scaling theory
shows that all noninteracting states are localized in one and
two dimensions with arbitrarily small disorder strength [2, 3],
while in three dimension (3D), the localized and extended
states can coexist at finite disorder strength, and be separated
by a critical energy Ec, dubbed the mobility edge (ME). The
ME leads to various fundamental phenomena, such as metal-
insulator transition by varying the particle number density or
disorder strength [4]. Moreover, a system with ME exhibits
strong thermoelectric response, enabling application in ther-
moelectric devices [5–7]. An important feature of ME be-
tween extended and localized states is that it is stable, and can
survive under perturbations and interactions [8–12].

Unlike in randomly disordered system, the extended-AL
transition and ME can exist in 1D system with quasiperiodic
potential [13–30]. This result has triggered lots of experimen-
tal studies in realizing quasiperiodic systems with ultracold
atoms [31–41] and other systems like photonic crystals, op-
tical cavities, and superconducting circuits [42–47]. More
importantly, quasiperiodic systems can host a third type of
states called critical states [47–52]. The critical states are ex-
tended but non-ergodic, locally scale-invariant and fundamen-
tally different from the localized and extended states in spec-
tral statistics [53–55], multifractal properties [56–58], and
dynamical evolution [59–61]. With interactions, the single-
particle critical states may become many-body critical (MBC)
phase [29, 62, 63] that interpolates the thermal and many-
body localized phase [64, 65]. However, unlike localized and
extended states, to confirm critical states is more subtle and
requires arduous numerical calculations like finite-size scal-
ing. It remains unclear what generic mechanism leads to the
critical states. Therefore, it is highly important to develop

exactly solvable models with critical states being unambigu-
ously determined and fully characterized. Moreover, similar
to the ME for extended and localized states, are there new
MEs separating critical from localized states [25], in particu-
lar, in experimentally feasible models? A definite answer to
this fundamental question is yet elusive but may be provided
by resolving the following issues. First, one can develop ex-
actly solvable models with analytic MEs between critical and
localized states. Further, one needs to confirm that such new
MEs are robust, e.g. in the presence of perturbation and/or in-
teractions. Finally, the proposed exactly solvable models are
feasible in experimental realization.

In this Letter, we propose a class of exactly solvable 1D
models featured with mosaic type quasiperiodic hopping coef-
ficients and on-site potential, and obtain unambiguously criti-
cal states and robust exact MEs. The new MEs fundamentally
distinct from those in previous exact solvable models [23].
The localization and critical features of all quantum states
in the spectra are precisely determined by extending Avila’s
global theory [66], enabling an accurate characterization of
the critical states and new MEs. We further confirm the ro-
bustness of MEs against single-particle perturbation and inter-
actions in the few-body regime. The robustness is rooted in a
profound mechanism unveiled with our exactly solvable mod-
els that the critical states are protected by incommensurately
distributed zeros of mosaic hopping terms in thermodynamic
limit. Finally, we propose a novel scheme with experimen-
tal feasibility to realize and detect the exact MEs in Raman
superarray of Rydberg atoms.

Model.–We propose a class of quasiperiodic mosaic models
as pictorially shown in Fig. 1(a), and described by

H =
∑
j

(tja
†
jaj+1 + h.c.) +

∑
j

Vjnj , (1)
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Figure 1. (a) The 1D quasiperiodic mosaic model with κ = 2 and
κ = 3. The black solid and dashed lines denote the quasiperiodic
hopping (tj = Jn) and constant hopping (tj = λ), respectively. The
black sphere denotes a lattice site, and Vn is the quasiperiodic mosaic
potential. Here Jn = Vn = 2t0 cos(2πκαn), n is an integer. (b)
Fractal dimension (FD) of different eigenstates as a function of cor-
responding energiesE and λ for L = 2584. The red lines denote the
MEs Ec = ±λ. (c) FD versus E with fixed λ = 2.0 for L = 2584
(red dots) and L = 10946 (blue dots). The dashed lines represent
the MEs. The t0 is set to 1 as energy unit.

where the particle number operator nj = a†jaj , with a†j(aj)
the creation (annihilation) operator at site j, and the key in-
gredients in the models are that both the quasiperiodic hop-
ping coefficient tj and on-site potential Vj are mosaic, with

{tj , Vj} =


{λ, 2t0 cos[2πα(j − 1) + θ]}, j = 1 modκ,

2t0 cos(2παj + θ){1, 1}, j = 0 modκ,

{λ, 0}, else.
(2)

Here κ is an integer and κ ≥ 2. λ and θ denote hopping
coefficient and phase offset, respectively. We take for conve-
nience t0 = 1, and set θ = 0 and α = limn→∞(Fn−1/Fn) =
(
√
5 − 1)/2 without affecting generality, with Fn being Fi-

bonacci numbers. For finite system one may choose the sys-
tem size L = Fn and α = Fn−1/Fn to impose the periodic
boundary condition for numerical diagonalization of the tight-
binding model in Eq. (1). To facilitate our discussion we focus
on the minimal model for κ = 2 in main text. The results with
κ > 2 are put in Supplemental Material [67]. We shall prove
that the minimal model has exact energy-dependent MEs sep-
arating localized states and critical states, which are given by

Ec = ±λ. (3)

Before showing the rigorous proof, we present numerical veri-
fication. For this exactly solvable model, the different types of
states can be identified by the fractal dimension (FD), defined
for an arbitrary m-th eigenstate |ψm⟩ =

∑L
j=1 um,ja

†
j |vac⟩

as FD = − limL→∞ ln(IPR)/ ln(L), with the inverse partic-
ipation ratio (IPR) being IPR =

∑
j |um,j |4. The FD tends

to 1 and 0 for the extended and localized states, respectively,
while 0 < FD < 1 for critical states. Fig. 1(b) shows FD as a
function of λ for different eigenstates of eigenvalues E. The
red lines starting from band center denote the MEs Ec = ±λ,
across which FD changes from values close to 0.5 to values
close to 0, indicating a critical-to-localization transition pre-
dicted by the analytic results. Particularly, we fix λ = 2.0 and
show FD of different eigenstates in Fig. 1(c) as a function of
the corresponding eigenvalues for different sizes. The dashed
lines in the figure are the MEs Ec = ±λ = ±2.0. One can
observe that the fractal dimension FD tends to 0 for all states
in energy zones with |E| > λ with increasing the system size,
implying that those states are localized. On the contrast, in
energy zones with |E| < λ, the FD magnitude is far different
from 0 and 1, and nearly independent of the system size. A
more careful finite size scaling for FD can be found in [67].

Rigorous proof.–The MEs of the models in Eqs. (1)-(2)
can be analytically obtained by computing Lyapunov expo-
nent (LE) γϵ in combination with zeros of hopping coef-
ficients, which provides the unambiguous evidence of the
critical zone. Denote Ti to be the one-step transfer matrix
of the Schrödinger operator at site i, i.e. (Ci+1, Ci)

⊤ =
Ti(Ci, Ci−1)

⊤ and Ti = TiTi−1 · · ·T1. The LE γ0
for a state with energy E is computed via γϵ(E) =
limm→∞

∫
dθ ln ∥Tm(θ + iϵ)∥/(2πm), where ∥ · ∥ denotes

the norm of matrix and ϵ is imaginary part of complexified θ.
We will extend Avila’s global theory [66] to singular cocycles,
and show that γ0 = limϵ→∞ γϵ = κ−1 ln ∥ limϵ→∞ Tκ(θ +
iϵ)∥ [68]. In particular for κ = 2,

T2(θ + iϵ) =
1

λM

(
E −M −M
λ 0

)(
E −M −λ
M 0

)
,

where M = 2 cos(2πα+ θ + iϵ) so that the LE is given by

γ0(E) =
1

2
ln

∣∣∣|E/λ|+√
(E/λ)2 − 1

∣∣∣ . (4)

For |E| > |λ|, one has γ0(E) > 0 and the state associated
with E is localized with the localization length ξ(E) = γ−1

0 .
If |E| < |λ|, γ0(E) = 0 and for such LE the eigenstates can
in general be either extended or critical, which belong to abso-
lutely continuous (AC) spectrum or singular continuous (SC)
spectrum, respectively [69]. There are two basic approaches
to rule out the existence of AC spectrum (extended states),
one is introducing unbounded spectrum [25] and the other is
introducing zeros of hopping terms in Hamiltonian [70, 71].
For our model, there exists a sequence of sites {2jk} such
that t2jk → 0 in the thermodynamics limit, so there is no AC
spectrum (extended states) [72], and the eigenstates associ-
ated with |E| ≤ |λ| are all critical. In summary, vanishing
LEs γ0 = 0 and zeros of incommensurate hopping coeffi-
cients altogether unambiguously determine the critical region
for |E| ≤ |λ| and positive LEs determine the localized region
for |E| > |λ|. Therefore E = ±λ mark critical energies sep-
arating localized states and critical states, manifesting MEs.

Mechanism of critical states.–The emergence of MEs and
critical states has a universal underlying mechanism unveiled
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(𝑎𝑎) (𝑏𝑏)

Figure 2. Numerical LEs γ0 for perturbation strength vm. (a) γ0 as
a function of eigenvalues E for different vm. Solid lines are original
MEs. (b) γ0 as a function of vm for eigenstates |ψn⟩ from the band
center (n = 1292) to the states nearby original MEs (n = 1822).
Critical states nearby MEs can be driven to localized states while
critical zones nearby band center remains unchanged. The other pa-
rameters are λ = 2.0 and L = 2584.

from the exact results. Namely, it is due to incommensurately
distributed zeros of hopping coefficients [73] in the thermo-
dynamic limit and vanishing the LE. Such zeros in the hop-
ping coefficient tj effectively divide system into weakly cou-
pled subchains, ruling out possibility of supporting extended
states, and leaving the localized or critical states depending
on the corresponding LEs. To further verify there is a plethora
of critical states in the whole spectrum, let us consider first
the special case with vanishing hopping coefficient λ → 0
[Fig. 1(a)]. In this case the model is divided into a series of
dimmers, and each dimmer renders a 2 × 2 matrix with all
elements being Jj = Vj = 2 cos(2παj). Then the eigenval-
ues are simply E1 = 2Jj and E2 = 0, of which the former
corresponds to the localized states, and the latter represents a
zero-energy flat band whose degeneracy equals to half of sys-
tem size. Note that a linear combination of the zero modes
are also eigenstates of the model, which can be either local-
ized, extended or critical. Further inclusion of λ hybridizes
the zero-energy flat-band modes and localized modes, yield-
ing the critical states and MEs between them and localized
ones. This mechanism also explains emergence of critical
states starting from band center. Moreover, the number of crit-
ical states equals to that of localized states under the exactly
solvable condition, as verified by the numerical counting.

This zero hopping coefficient mechanism also explains a
novel feature that the critical zone is robust against single-
particle perturbation which tunes the model away from exactly
solvable condition. We consider an extra mosaic on-site po-
tential term Vp as perturbation, which represents the mismatch
between mosaic hopping and onsite potentials in Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (2), and is relevant to real experiment,

Hp = H +
∑
j

V p
j nj , (5)

where V p
j = vm cos(2παj + θ) for even-j sites and V p

j =
vm cos[2πα(j − 1) + θ]) for odd-j sites. Fig. 2 shows nu-
merically calculated LEs for different vm, with λ = 2. The
sufficiently strong mismatch potentials can drive critical states
nearby MEs into localized ones while for critical zones nearby
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Figure 3. Normalized participation ratio (NPR) as a function of en-
ergy densityE/Np of few hardcore bosons withU = 0 (upper panel)
and U = 1.4 (lower panel), with λ = 1.0 and t0 = 1.0. Critical en-
ergy ENc,Nl is the maximal allowed energy for Nc particles filled in
critical orbitals and Nl particles filled in localized orbitals. (a1)(b1)
Np = 2, L = 120. (a2)(b2) Np = 3, L = 60. The critical energy
E2,0(E3,0) is equal to the single particle ME E = λ for two(three)-
boson case.

the band center the states remains unchanged [Fig. 2(a)]. A
more careful investigation of LEs shows that to drive criti-
cal states into localized ones requires finite vm = vcm, with
the magnitude vcm depending on the location of the critical
state [Fig. 2(b)]. These results manifest the robustness of crit-
ical zones against perturbations, which is a key point of the
present model. In comparison, the celebrated Aubry-André
(AA) model exhibit a self-duality point at V = 2t, at which
all states are critical [13]. However, those critical states are not
robust and shall be quenched to localized state for infinitesi-
mal perturbations. The present study unveils a generic mech-
anism to obtain robust critical zones protected by the zeros
of hopping coefficients with vanishing LEs in the thermody-
namic limit, which are not removed by the perturbations. This
also shows a nontrivial regime that while Avila’s global theory
cannot give analytical MEs, the MEs exist.

Robustness against interactions.–We further demonstrate
the robustness of MEs in the presence of interactions by study-
ing a few-body Hamiltonian given by

H = H0 + U
∑
j

njnj+1, (6)

where H0 denotes the system with few hard-core bosons
with Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), with ⟨nj⟩ ≤ 1, and U de-
notes the strength of neighboring interactions. This model
can be simulated with Rydberg atoms (see details in next
section). We propose normalized participation ratio (NPR)
to detect the MEs in the few-body system. The NPR of
an eigenstate |ψm⟩ =

∑
c um,c |c⟩ is defined as NPR =

1/
(
VH

∑
c |um,c|4

)
, where {c} is the computational basis

and VH is the size of the Hilbert state [74]. When U = 0, the
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few-body states are product states of single particle orbitals.
In the presence of single particle MEs (SPMEs), the few-body
states can be categorized into three types [8, 9]: all the parti-
cles occupy localized (critical) orbitals, and mixed states with
some particles in localized orbitals and others in critical or-
bitals. Denote the maximum energy of critical (localized)
orbitals as λ (Emax), where Emax is the maximum energy
of spectrum, we can construct the maximally allowed energy
for Nc (Nl) particles filled in critical (localized) orbitals as
ENc,Nl

= (Ncλ+NlEmax) /Np with Np = Nc +Nl. Then
ENc,Nl

locates the transition of different types of few-body
states, where NPR changes discontinuously. For instance,
when Np = 3, the maximal allowed energy for a mixed state
with 2 particles filled in critical orbitals and 1 particle filled in
localized orbitals isE2,1. As shown in Fig. 3(a), NPR displays
clear discontinuities at ENc,Nl

as expected.
Our key observation is that the sharp discontinuities near

±ENc,Nl
persist for U ̸= 0 for the few-body regime, man-

ifesting the robustness of SPMEs against few-body interac-
tions. As shown in Fig. 3(b), for U = 1.4, ENc,Nl

can still
identify the NPR transition. This is because only those states
with at least two particles occupying neighboring sites can be
influenced by the interaction, and the portion of such states is
of order O(L−1), with L the system size. Thus for relatively
large L almost all eigenstates are still product states of single-
particle orbitals, except for the small portion affected by inter-
action. Note that the localized orbitals have zero contribution
to NPR in large L limit, and the number of critical orbitals de-
termine NPR of the few-body states. Thus the NPR exhibits
sharp transitions across critical energies of ENc,Nl

, which are
related to single particle MEs, showing the robustness of MEs
and critical zones in the few-body case. This novel result mo-
tivate us to realize the exactly solvable model and observe our
predictions with Rydberg atoms arrays [75–77] which are nat-
ural platforms to simulate hard-core bosons [78, 79].

Experimental realization.–Finally we propose an experi-
mental scheme dubbed incommensurate Raman superarray of
Rydberg atoms [Fig. 4(a1,a2)] to realize the model in Eq. (1)
with κ = 2. We see that the realization of the Hamilto-
nian is precisely mapped to the realization of a two-leg lattice
model, with even (odd) sites mapped to the sites on A(B)-leg
as pictorially shown in Fig. 4(a2), whose Hamiltonian reads
H =

∑
j(Jja

†
jbj + λa†jbj+1 +H.c.) +

∑
j Vj(a

†
jaj + b†jbj).

This basic idea can be directly generalized to realize mod-
els with larger κ by introducing more legs in supperarray.
The mapped Hamiltonian can be realized by Rydberg atoms
based on three key ingredients. (i) The AB-leg superarray has
an effective Zeeman splitting gradient applied in the x direc-
tion (a2); (ii) two types of nearest neighbour couplings, with
constant hopping coupling λ simulated by intrinsic dipole-
exchange interaction and quasi-periodic hopping coupling Jj
induced by laser-assisted dipolar interaction [80]; and (iii) an
on-site incommensurate chemical potential Vj . Two Rydberg
states |↓⟩ = |70, S⟩ ≡ |0⟩ and |↑⟩ = |70, P ⟩ ≡ |1⟩ are chosen
to simulate empty and occupied states at each site. As illus-
trated in Fig. 4(b1), the intrinsic dipole-dipole interactions be-
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Figure 4. Realization of the quasiperiodic mosaic model with κ = 2
in incommensurate Raman superarrays of Rydberg atoms. (a1) Ryd-
berg atoms trapped in optical tweezers to form a two-leg array. (a2)
The equivalent two-leg lattice model. The incommensurate and con-
stant hopping coefficients are denoted as Jj and λ. An effective
Zeeman splitting gradient (red) modifies energy difference between
Rydberg states. The Rydberg atoms are tapped along the magic an-
gle ϕm, at which the amplitude of dipolar interaction vanishes. (b1)
The intrinsic dipole-dipole interaction can induce constant hopping
coupling λ. (b2) The inter-leg exchange coupling between Aj and
Bj is suppressed by the Zeeman detuning. A two-photon Raman
process (see inset) compensates this energy penalty and induces the
laser-assisted dipole-dipole interaction. The compensated exchange
coupling realizes incommensurate hopping coupling Jj .

tween two Rydberg states lead to an exchange coupling, which
maps to constant hopping λ of the hard-core bosons [78, 79].

The AB-leg superarray and laser-assisted dipole-dipole in-
teractions altogether realize the incommensurate hopping Jj .
The inter-leg exchange couplings between Aj and Bj sites
are suppressed by a large energy detuning ∆, but can be
further restored by applying the Raman coupling potential
VR ∝ cos(4παjx) cos(πjy)e

i(ω2−ω1)tσx
jx,jy

+ H.c., which
is generated by two Raman beams Ω1,2 with frequency dif-
ference ω1 − ω2 ≈ ∆ such that the Zeeman splitting can
be compensated by two-photon process [Fig. 4(b2)]. Fur-
ther, the spatial modulation of the Raman potential deter-
mines the incommensurate strength of the induced exchange
couplings as Jj = 2t0 cos 4παj (see Supplemental Material
for details [67]). To prohibit laser-assisted exchange cou-
plings along x direction, we use the angular dependence of
dipole-dipole interaction Vdd = d2(1 − 3 cos2 ϕ)/R3 with
d and R being the dipole moment and distance between two
Rydberg levels, respectively. There exists a "magic angle"
ϕm = arccos(1/

√
3) ≈ 54.7◦ [77, 81], along which the ex-

change coupling vanishes. By arranging the Rydberg atoms
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along the magic angle, we manage to prohibit coupling in the
x direction. Finally, the incommensurate mosaic potential Vj
can be realized via AC Stark shift [67]. Adding up those ingre-
dients together we reach the target model. The non-interacting
critical states and MEs can be observed from the spectrum
when a single hard-core boson is excited in this scheme, while
the critical energies depicted in Fig. 3 will be observed when
several hard-core bosons are excited in experiment.

Conclusion and discussion.–We have proposed a class of
exactly solvable 1D incommensurate mosaic models to real-
ize new and robust MEs separating critical states from local-
ized states, and further proposed a novel experimental real-
ization through incommensurate Raman superarrays of Ryd-
berg atoms. The robust critical states and MEs originate from
a combination of zeros of quasiperiodic hopping coefficients
in the thermodynamic limit and the zero Lyapunov exponents
(LEs), which can be analytically obtained for the proposed
models and in agreement with the numerical studies. We note
that these two features, serving as a generic mechanism, can
provide the guidance to construct broad class of analytic mod-
els hosting robust critical states. Moreover, we demonstrate
the robustness of MEs and propose NPR as a new probe to de-
tect the MEs in the few-body regime. A future intriguing issue
is to explore the interacting effects in the finite filling regime,
which might lead to exotic many-body new MEs. Our work
broadens the concept of MEs and provides a feasible lattice
model that hosts exact MEs and unambiguous critical zones
with experimental feasibility.
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Supplementary Material

This Supplemental Material provides additional information for the main text. In Sec. S-1, we give the details of computing
Lyapunov exponent. The numerical results for larger κ are shown in Sec. S-2. In Sec. S-3, we study finite size scaling of mean
fractal dimension of our model. In Sec. S-4, we present other forms of perturbation potentials and other values of λ in few-body
calculations. In Sec. S-5, we give numerical results of localization length. Finally, we give details of experimental realization in
Sec. S-6.

S-1. LYAPUNOV EXPONENT

In this section, we give a detailed derivation of Lyapunov exponent (LE) of the proposed model for arbitrary κ. We let t0 = 1
for simplicity. For an irrational α, consider the quasiperiodic Schrödinger operators for the proposed model,

(Hλ,α,θψ)n ≡ Vnψn + tnψn+1 + t∗n−1ψn−1, (S1)

with

Vn(θ) =


2 cos[2π(n− 1)α+ θ] for n = 1 mod κ,
2 cos(2πnα+ θ) for n = 0 mod κ,
0 otherwise,

(S2)

tn(θ) =

{
2 cos(2πnα+ θ) for n = 0 mod κ,
λ otherwise,

(S3)

θ ∈ [0, 2π) and λ ̸= 0. Denote the m-step transfer matrix of the operator as Tm0+m,m0(θ) ≡
Tm0+m−1Tm0+m−2 · · ·Tm0+1Tm0 , where Ti is the one-step transfer matrix at site i satisfying(

ψi+1

ψi

)
= Ti

(
ψi

ψi−1

)
(S4)

and Ti(θ) = Ti−κ(θ + 2πκα). The LE γ0 of our proposed model can be computed through the complexified LE

γϵ(E) = lim
m→∞

1

2πm

∫
ln ∥Tm,1(θ + iϵ)∥dθ, (S5)

where ∥A∥ denotes the norm of the matrix A, i.e. the square root of the largest eigenvalue of A†A.
Observe that the κ-step transfer matrix can be written as

Tκ,1(θ + iϵ) = T2κ,κ+1(θ + iϵ− 2πακ) = T3κ,2κ+1(θ + iϵ− 4πακ) = · · ·

=

(
E/λ −1
1 0

)κ−2

λM(θ + iϵ)

(
E −M(θ + iϵ) −M(θ + iϵ)

λ 0

)(
E −M(θ + iϵ) −λ
M(θ + iϵ) 0

)
=

1

λM

(
aκ −aκ−1

aκ−1 −aκ−2

)(
E2 − 2EM −λE + λM
λE − λM −λ2

)
,

where aκ = ∆−1
[
((β +∆)/2)κ−1 − ((β −∆)/2)κ−1

]
, ∆ =

√
β2 − 4, β = E/λ and M(θ + iϵ) = 2 cos(θ + iϵ). The basic

point here is that Tκ,1 is singular not analytic. While Avila’s global theory is developed to one-frequency analytic cocycles [S1],
here we will show how to extend it to deal with the singular setting.

We observe that Tκ,1 ∈ SL(2,R), and it is singular only at ϵ = 0, so that by Avila’s global theory κγϵ is a convex, piecewise
linear function with integer slopes for positive and negative ϵ separately, the main issue is the singular point ϵ = 0. The key
observation is to consider

T̃κ(θ) ≡M(θ)Tκ,1(θ) =
1

λ

(
aκ −aκ−1

aκ−1 −aκ−2

)(
E2 − 2EM −λE + λM
λE − λM −λ2

)
,
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which are analytic about θ. Thus, the Lyapunov exponent of the new matrix is defined by

γ̃ϵ(E) := lim
m→∞

1

2πm

∫
ln ∥T̃m(θ + iϵ)∥dθ,

Meanwhile, by definition of Lyapunov exponent

κγϵ(E) = γ̃ϵ(E)− 1

2π

∫ 2π

0

ln |2 cos(θ + iϵ)|dθ (S6)

where by classical Jenson’s formula, one has ∫ 2π

0

ln |2 cos(θ + iϵ)|dθ = 2π|ϵ|. (S7)

Since T̃κ(θ) is analytic, Avila’s global theory [S1] ensures γ̃ϵ(E) is a continuous, convex, piecewise linear function with respect
to ϵ. By (S6) and (S7), one thus conclude κγϵ is a convex, continuous, piecewise linear function with integer slopes for any
ϵ ∈ R.

In the following, we will show that γ0(E) = γϵ(E) = γ∞(E). Let us complexify the phase of Tκ, and let ϵ go to +∞,

Tκ(θ + iϵ) =

(
aκ −aκ−1

aκ−1 −aκ−2

)(
−2β 1
−1 0

)
+O

(
e−ϵ

)
= T ′

κ +O
(
e−ϵ

)
so that

κγϵ(E) = ln ∥T ′
κ∥+O

(
ϵ−1

)
.

As we have proved, as a function of ϵ > 0, κγϵ(E) is a convex, continuous, piecewise linear with integer slopes, which implies
that, for all ϵ ∈ R

γϵ ≡
1

κ
ln ∥T ′

κ∥ =
1

κ
ln

∣∣∣∣|aκ+1|+
√
a2κ+1 − 1

∣∣∣∣ .
In particular, a1,2,3 = 0, 1, β respectively so that for κ = 2, the Lyapunov exponent

γ0 = 1/2× ln
∣∣∣(|E|+

√
E2 − λ2

)
/λ

∣∣∣
as discussed in the maintext.

(𝑎𝑎) (𝑏𝑏)

Figure S1. Fractal dimension (FD) of corresponding eigenstates as a function of energies E and constant hopping strength λ for (a) κ = 3
with lattice size L = 987 and (b) κ = 4 with lattice size L = 2584. The red lines denote the MEs given by analytic results, and t0 is set to 1
as energy unit.

S-2. LARGER κ CASE

In the main text, we have shown the calculated mobility edges (MEs) for the case κ = 2. In this section, we present the
analytic expression for the MEs with numerical verification for larger κ. The mobility edges occur at a2κ+1 = 1, which simplifies
to (cscϕ sinκϕ)

2
= 1, where 2 cosϕ = β. Therefore the MEs are at

E(κ)
c = ±2λ cos

n1π

κ− 1
or ± 2λ cos

n2π

κ+ 1
, (S8)
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where n1 = 1, 2, · · · , ⌊(κ− 2)/2⌋ and n2 = 1, 2, · · · , ⌊κ/2⌋. In particular for the cases of κ = 3 or 4, the MEs are given by

E(κ=3)
c = ±

√
2λ,

E(κ=4)
c = ±λ,±1 +

√
5

2
λ or ± 1−

√
5

2
λ.

As mentioned in main text, the FD tends to 1 and 0 for the extended and localized states, respectively, and 0 < FD < 1 for
critical states. Fig.S1 shows the fractal dimension (FD) as a function of λ for different eigenstates of energies E. The red lines
represent the MEs for κ = 3 and κ = 4, respectively. The FD changes from 0 to value close to 0.5 when the energy and mark the
localization-to-critical transition predicted by analytic results. Both two cases agree with the analytic expressions as expected.

S-3. FINITE SIZE SCALINGS

In this section, we study the fintie size scaling of mean fractal dimension (MFD) of critical zone and localized zone. We
choose κ = 2 case as an example. MFD of critical zone is the averaged fractal dimension of all eigenstates in critical regime,
i.e., eigenstates with energies |E| < |λ|. MFD of localized zone can be obtained in a similar way. Fig. S2 (a) and (b) show the
MFD as a function of 1/n for the critical zone and localized zone, respectively. It is observed that MFD approaches to finite
value between 0 and 1 for the critical zone, and approaches to 0 for the localized zone.

(a) (b)

Figure S2. MFD as a function of 1/n for the (a) critical zone and (b) localized zone with different λ. Here n is the index of Fibonacci numbers
Fn.

Figure S3. Fractal dimension (FD) of different eigenstates as a function of corresponding energies E and perturbative on-site potential vp.
with m = 1, λ = 2.0, t0 = 1.0 and L = 2584.

S-4. MORE PERTURBATION RESULTS

In the main text, we have showed that the critical zone is robust against experimentally relevant onsite perturbation and is
also against interactions between particles. To further demonstrate robust critical zone is indeed protected by zeros of hopping
coefficients, we present more numerical results of perturbations. In this section, the on-site perturbation Vp is given by

Vp = vp
∑
j

cos(2πmαj + ϕ)nj , (S9)

with m ∈ Z, and the hopping perturbation TP is given by

Tp = tp
∑
j

[cos(2πmαj + ϕ)b†jbj+1 +H.c.], (S10)
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A. Simplest onsite perturbation

We first consider the onsite perturbation Vp with m = 1. Fig. S3 shows FD of eigenstates as a function of energies E and
strength of perturbations vp. The critical zone persists for a range of perturbation vp. As vp increases, the critical zone shrinks
since the on-site perturbation localizes some of the critical states. When vp is large enough, all the critical states will be localized
as expected. This result is consistent with the experiment-relevant perturbation in the main text.

B. More perturbations

Moreover, we choose m = 3 and consider both onsite perturbation and perturbative hopping term. Fig. S4 shows FD of
eigenstates as a function of energies E and strength of perturbations and interactions. Similar to the results in the main text
and last subsection, the critical zone is robust against moderate perturbation and can persist for a range of tp or vp as expected.
Furthermore, it is observed that adding perturbative hopping term Tp is easier to drive system into localized phase compared to
adding perturbative on-site term Vp. This is because Tp directly acts on the hopping terms and is easier to remove the zeros of
hopping coefficients compared to the on-site perturbation Vp. Another feature is that a second ME emerges due to perturbations,
and the localization transitions start from center of the spectrum instead of edge of the spectrum. One can introduce more terms
as perturbation and choose m as arbitrary integer and will obtain similar results, indicating robustness of the MEs protected by
the generic mechanism.

We also present more numerical results of robustness against interactions. For the case λ = 2, t0 = 1 and V = 1.4, the critical
energy is less prominent compared with the results in the main text, but the relation Ec,l = (cλ + lEmax) still holds and single
particle ME still exists as illustrated in Fig. S4(b).
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Figure S4. Fractal dimension (FD) of different eigenstates as a function of corresponding energies E and (a1) strength of perturbative hopping
term tp and (a2) perturbative on-site potential vp. New MEs are marked by black lines. Other parameters are λ = 0.8 and L = 2584. And
Normalized participation ratio (NPR) as a function of energy density E/Np of few hardcore bosons case with nearest neighbor interaction
U = 1.4, with λ = 2.0, t0 = 1.0 and (b1) Np = 2, L = 120 (b2) Np = 3, L = 60. The critical energy E2,0(E3,0) is equal to the single
particle ME E = λ for two (three) bosons case.

S-5. LOCALIZATION LENGTH

In this section, we numerically verify the localization length ξ obtained in the main text. As shown in Fig. S5, the red lines
represent |ψ|max exp (−|i− i0|/ξ), where |ψ|max is the maximum values of |ψ| in the two peaks, i0 is the corresponding lattice
sites and ξ is the localization length which is given by ξ(E) = 2/ ln[(|E| +

√
E2 − λ2)/|λ|]. It is indicated the analytic

experssions of the localization length ξ well describe the localization features of the corresponding eigenstates.

S-6. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION

In this section, we illustrate how to realize the lattice model in the main text. Our basic idea is to use well-tuned Rydberg atoms
to simulate hard-core bosons with hoppings and on-site potentials controlled by external fields. We shall realize the Hamiltonian

H =
∑
jx

(Jjxσ
+
jx,A

σ−
jx,B

+ λσ+
jx,A

σ−
jx+1,B +H.c.) +

1

2

∑
jx,s={A,B}

Vjx
(
1 + σz

jx,s

)
, (S11)
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(𝑎𝑎) (𝑏𝑏)

Figure S5. Spatial distributions of eigenstates. Blue lines represent |ψ|, where ψ is the eigenstates corresponding to (a) E = −2.1(6)t0 with
λ = 2t0, (b)E = −1.3(5)t0 with λ = t0. Here we fix L = 610. The red lines represent |ψ|max exp (−|i− i0|/ξ).

which can be transformed into the model in the main text by relabeling site index jx → 2j − 1 for jx on A-leg and jx → 2j for
jx on B-leg, and defining bosonic operator b†j = |1⟩j⟨0|j at each site, with |1⟩ ≡ |↑⟩ and |0⟩ ≡ |↓⟩. In the following we shall
take 87Rb atoms as an example. For 87Rb, two Rydberg states are chosen to simulate spin 1/2 at each site with |↓⟩ ≡ |70, S⟩ and
|↑⟩ = |70, P ⟩. We consider the two-leg superarray of Rydberg atoms, with each trapped in optical tweezers. We consider the
two-leg superarray of Rydberg atoms, with each trapped in optical tweezers. An effective Zeeman splitting Mjx,s is introduced
along the x direction, withMjx+1,s−Mjx,s = ∆, Mjx=0,A = 0 andMjx=0,B = 0. Three Raman beams are applied to generate
Raman and AC Stark potential. The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by,

H = Hdipole +HZeeman + VR(r, t) + VAC(r), (S12)

which includes the bare dipole-dipole interactions [S2]

Hdipole =
∑
jx

J0
yσ

+
jx,A

σ−
jx,B

+ J0
dσ

+
jx−1,Aσ

−
jx,B

+
∑

|i−j|>1

Jij
R3

ij

σ+
i,Aσ

−
j,B +H.c.,

with J0
y = C3/a

3
y and J0

d = C3/(a
3
x + a3y)

3/2, the effective Zeeman energy gradient term,

HZeeman =
1

2

∑
jx,s={A,B}

Mjx,sσ
z
jx,s,

the Raman coupling potential obtain from time-dependent perturbation [S3]

VR(r, t) =
Ω1(r, t)

∗Ω2(r, t)

∆i
σx
jx,jy ,

and the AC Stark term

VAC(r) =
|Ω3(r)|2

∆′
i

.

As discussed in the main text, the bare dipole-dipole interactions between Rydberg states with the same Zeeman energy constitute
the constant hopping coupling λ = J0

d . In the following, we discuss the scheme for realizing the incommensurate hopping
couplings and on-site potential.

A. The incommensurate hoppings

The incommensurate hoppings are simulated by laser-assisted dipole-dipole interactions. The bare dipole-dipole interactions
between legs on the same jx are suppressed by the large Zeeman splitting ∆, but can be further restored by applying the Raman
coupling potential VR. The Raman coupling potential is generated by two Raman lights with Rabi-frequencies Ω1,2 and the
frequencies ω1,2. When the frequency difference satisfies nearly resonant condition ω1−ω2 ≈ ∆, then the Zeeman detuning ∆ is
compensated by the two-photon process. Here we choose Ω1 = Ω0 cos(2παjx+

π
4 )e

iθ1 and Ω2 = Ω0 sin(2παjx+πjy+
π
4 )e

iθ2 ,
direct calculation yields the Raman potential

VR(r, t) =
∑
jx,jy

|Ω0|2

2∆i
cos(4παjx) cos(πjy)e

iδθσx
jx,jy +H.c., (S13)
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with δθ = θ2−θ1. So we choose θ2 = θ1+nπ, which can be realized in experiment. To the lowest order, the effective exchange
couplings are [S3]

Jjx =
|Ω0|2

∆∆i
cos(2παjx)J

0
y , (S14)

which realize the incommensurate hopping coefficients. Notice that the transition between jx and jx +2 and longer distance are
suppressed by larger Zeeman energy offset (i.e., at least 2∆) and cannot be induced by two-photon process. To prohibit laser-
assisted exchange coupling within the same leg, we use the angular dependence of dipole-dipole interaction J = d2(3 cos2 θij −
1)/R2

ij as discussed in the main text. We arrange the Rydberg atoms along the "magic angle" θm = arccos(1/
√
3) ≈ 54.7◦, at

which the dipolar interactions vanish. So there is no hopping coupling generated by Raman potential along the x direction.

B. The incommensurate on-site potential

We apply another standing wave field to generate an incommensurate on-site potential VAC(r), which is Ω3(r) =
Ω′

0 cos(2παjx). Together with an additionally correction from Raman potential, the total on-site term is given by

Von−site =
|Ω1|2 + |Ω2|2

∆i
+ VAC

=
1

∆i

[
|Ω0|2 cos2(2παjx +

π

4
) + |Ω0|2 sin2(2παjx + πjy +

π

4
)
]
+

1

∆′
i

[
|Ω′

0|2 cos2(2παjx)
]

=
|Ω0|2

∆i
+

|Ω′
0|2

2∆′
i

+
|Ω′

0|2

2∆′
i

cos(4παjx), (S15)

of which the constant part can be neglected and we can reach the desired on-site incommensurate potential.

C. Experimental parameters

Here, we also give an estimate of the orders of magnitude of the relevant experimental parameters. The data given here are
based on 87Rb atoms. For the states |70S⟩ and |70P ⟩, C3 = 4196MHz · µm−3. Then with ay/ax = 0.8, |Ω0| = |Ω′

0| = 200
MHz, ∆ = 10MHz and ∆i = 16.5Ghz and ax = 12.5µm, we obtain the model with t0 =

∣∣Ω1Ω2J
0
y/(2∆∆i)

∣∣ = 0.5 MHz,
λ = 1MHz

To observe the correlated effects, the lifetime of the system should be large compared to the characteristic time of the system.
For λ = 1MHz, a lifetime of at least τ > τ0 = 100J−1

0 = 100µs is needed. The lifetime of the Rydberg states |70S⟩
and |70P ⟩ are 370µs and 750µs respectively. The lifetime of 6P states, which the Raman process coupled, has a lifetime
of τ6P = 130ns. So for the single photon detuning ∆i = 16.5 GHz and ∆′

i = 20 GHz, the lifetime can be estimated by
τ = (2|Ω0|/∆i + |Ω′

0|/∆′
i)

−2
τ6P ≈ 110µs > τ0.
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